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• 1905: Patent clerk in Bern, 
Switzerland
• The “Miracle Year” was 3 
papers:
Photoelectric
effect & the
photon theory
of light
Brownian motion
Special relativity:
ultimate speed limit
• 1916: General Relativity
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Brownian Motion
Applications
Pharmeceutical companies use 
Brownian motion to control the 
suspension of drug molecules that 
go together with all the ingredients 
that make up a pill.
Einstein proposed that the motion of small 
particles is caused by interactions with 
small unseen molecules in the solution
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Photoelectric
Effect
Applications
Solar cells (photovoltaics)!
Digital cameras!
Infrared Remote Controls
Einstein was able to explain why some 
metals generate electricity when you shine 
light on them –– light can act like baseballs
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Nobel Prize: 1921
For his services to Theoretical Physics, and especially for 
his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect.
Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1921, owing to his understanding 
of the photoelectric effect
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Lasers!
Applications
CD/DVD Players
Laser Pointers
Precision Cutting
Medical (e.g. lasik)
In 1917, Einstein explained the idea of 
stimulated emission –– light can cause an 
atom to emit an identical particle of light
It took until 1940 before a laser could be built!
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Relativity Einstein discovered that time and space are inextricably linked, and that there is an 
ultimate speed limit in the Cosmos
We could talk for days about motion (special relativity) and gravity 
(general relativity).  There is a LOT of CONFUSION about relativity:
What you really need to know is that clocks tick at different 
speeds depending on how fast they are moving, and where they are in 
the Earth’s gravitational field
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Relativity Application:
GPS
GPS works by receiving the time from two or 
more satellites.  Comparing the times, you can 
tell how far you are from each satellite, 
and where you are on the Earth (triangulation)
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Relativity Application:
GPS
GPS works by receiving the time from two or 
more satellites.  Comparing the times, you can 
tell how far you are from each satellite, 
and where you are on the Earth (triangulation)
Suppose you ignore relativity (turn it off)
In one day, the timing error grows to 40,000 nanoseconds, or a 
position error of 12 km (7.5 miles)!
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More information, reading
ALBERT EINSTEIN:    www.aip.org/history/einstein/
BLACK HOLES AND TIME WARPS (Kip S. Thorne)
EINSTEIN’S UNFINISHED SYMPHONY (Marcia Bartusiak)
EXPLORING BLACK HOLES (Ed Taylor/John Wheeler)
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